The lateral asymmetry of the human brain studied by volumetric magnetic resonance imaging.
Improvements in in vivo imaging methods have boosted research on brain asymmetry aimed at further establishing putative anatomical substrates for brain functional lateralization and particularly to explain left-hemisphere specialization for language. We analyzed volume asymmetries for major anatomical divisions of the lateral (perisylvian) brain region and their relative white matter content. A total of 100 healthy right-handed subjects were examined with 3D magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The insular plane was used to limit the lateral brain, and the sylvian fissure and central sulcus to define frontal, parietal, temporal, and temporo-parieto-occipital regions. Results revealed a frontal region showing similar volumes in both hemispheres, a parietal region and a temporal region both larger in the left hemisphere, and a temporo-parieto-occipital region with predominantly right-sided asymmetry. Volume measurements of the parietal, temporal, and temporo-parieto-occipital regions complemented each other and accounted for 58% of planum temporale area variations. All study regions showed significant asymmetry for relative white matter content (percentage of white matter relative to region volume). White matter asymmetry, however, was particularly relevant for the frontal and temporal regions showing a highly frequent left-sided pattern (frontal region, 90%; temporal region, 91% of subjects). Leftward asymmetry in these two regions occurred in both genders, although hemisphere differences were significantly larger in men. Results from this MRI volume analysis of structural asymmetries in the lateral brain region complement data obtained by other methods and suggest a high occurrence of leftward asymmetry for relative white matter content in language-related regions.